**Influence of Mascarene High and Indian Ocean Dipole on East African Extreme Weather Events**
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**Abstract**

Extreme weather and climate events such as floods and droughts are common in East Africa, causing huge socio-economic losses. This study links the east African October-December (OND) rainfall, Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) and Mascarene High (MH). Correlation analysis is applied to quantify the relationship between the index of IOD (Dipole Mode Index (DMI)) and OND rainfall. Results show that there exists a significant correlation between OND rainfall and DMI, with a correlation coefficient of 0.6. During dry years, MH is observed to intensify and align itself in the southeast-northwest orientation, stretching up to the continent, which in turn inhibits the influx of moisture from Indian Ocean into East Africa. During wet years, MH weakens, shifts to the east and aligns itself in the zonal orientation. Moisture from Indian Ocean is freely transported into East Africa during wet years. Analysis of the drought and flood years with respect to the different variables including wind, velocity potential and divergence/convergence revealed that the drought (flood) years were characterized by divergence (convergence) in the lower troposphere and convergence (divergence) at the upper level, implying sinking (rising) motion, especially over the western Indian Ocean and the study area. Convergence at low level gives rise to vertical stretching, whereas divergence results in vertical shrinking, which suppresses convection due to subsidence. Positive IOD (Negative IOD) event results into flood (drought) in the region. The evolution of these phenomena can thus be keenly observed for utilization in the update of seasonal forecasts.
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**Introduction**

The East African region has always experienced extreme weather events which cause huge losses of life and property. It is therefore of great importance to have a good understanding of previous climate events and their impacts so as to make more accurate and reliable forecasts to minimize the impact of these extreme occurrences. The most important climate element in the tropics, where the domain of this study lies is rainfall (Shisanya, et al., 2011; Funk, Brown, 2009; Okoola, 1998; Ogwang, et al., 2014; Ongoma, 2013). This is because the economy of the countries in the Greater Horn of Africa (GHA) is mainly rely on rain fed agriculture. The economies are also driven mainly by hydropower which is equally affected by extreme weather events especially drought (Kaunda, 2012).

Three countries of the East African region (Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda) constituted the domain of this study. This domain is located within the latitudes 5ºN and 12ºS and longitudes 28ºE and 42ºE (Figure 1). The three countries share Lake Victoria; the largest lake in Africa.

Rainfall over East Africa exhibits a large spatial and temporal variability (Indeje, et al., 2001; Oettli, Camberlin, 2005; Mutai, et al., 1998). The spatial vari-
ation has been attributed to the existence of large scale systems and local systems such as inland water bodies which include Lake Victoria, Tanganyika and Kyoga, among others and a complex topography. The two main rainfall regimes experienced in the region are March-May (MAM) season; 'long rains' and October-December (OND); 'short rains' (Camberlin, Okoola, 2003; Owiti, Zhu, 2012; Okoola, 1996; Yang, et al., 2015). The two rain seasons coincide with the passage of the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) over equator that lags behind the overhead sun by about a month, while the wet seasons are separated by two dry spells from June to August and January to February (Okoola, 1996; Mutemi, 2003). However, the annual cycle of rainfall in the southern parts of Tanzania becomes more unimodal with an austral summer maximum in southernmost areas (Ogallo, 1988). This is largely associated with the southern migration of the ITCZ across the western Indian Ocean into that region.

Many studies (e.g. Mutemi, 2003; Ogallo, 1988; Smith, Semazzi, 2014; Lyon, 2014; Bowden, Semazzi 2007; Shreck, Semazzi, 2004; Ropelewski, Halpert, 1987; Nicholson, 1996; Indeje, et al., 2000; Black, et al., 2013) have investigated and linked rainfall over East Africa with El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO). Mutemi (2003) for instance observed a strong relationship between rainfall over East Africa and evolutionary phases of ENSO. The results showed that ENSO plays a significant role in determining the monthly and seasonal rainfall patterns in the East African region. In general, it is argued that floods are likely to occur in the region during El-Niño events and droughts tend to occur during La Nina events. Behera et al. (2005) noted that the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) has an overwhelming influence on the East African short rains (October to December) as compared to that of the ENSO. The IOD has two phases; positive and negative phases; the positive (negative) phase is associated with flood (drought) events in the region (Muhati, et al., 2007; Saji, et al., 1999).

The weather over East Africa is also influenced by the four high pressure systems: Mascarene, St. Helle-na, Azores and Arabian Ridge (Manatsa, et al. 2014; Sun, et al., 1999). The weather systems have been widely used in short to extended range forecasting (Sun, et al., 1999). However, the influence of these systems on seasonal and annual rainfall over East Africa has not been intensively investigated. A recent study by Manatsa et al. (2014) on impact of Mascarene High (MH) variability on the East African 'short rains' established that droughts in East Africa are associated with a westward migration of the MH eastern ridge. However, the study pointed out that the relationship between MH and flood events and their link to an eastward migration of the MH is unclear.

The intensity of the ITCZ has a significant effect on the rainfall received in a given locality; it thus plays ITCZ plays a crucial part in the rainfall variability over East Africa (Black et al., 2003). This is a subject that has been ignored in many studies. According to Anyamba, Ogallo (1985), the position, and weakening and strengthening of ITCZ is to some extent influenced by the strength of southeasterly trade winds associated with the MH variability. The intensity of the south east (SE) trade winds thus provides a reasonable explanation to development of drought and floods in East Africa. The MH has great influence on the position of the meridional arm of the ITCZ, which is the main influence of rainfall seasonality over East Africa. According to Sun et al. (1999), the weakening of MH lead to the eastward shift of the meridional arms of the ITCZ, which is associated with wet years.

The primary motivation for undertaking this study is to investigate the effect of Mascarene High on East Africa rainfall during the recent decades when the global warming signal has been rapidly intensifying. In order to understand the circulation patterns/mechanisms, this study investigates the circulation patterns associated with wet (flood) and dry (drought) events, in regard to the linkage between wind anomalies over Indian Ocean and IOD events, and the influence of Mascarene high with respect to wet and dry events of rainfall over the region. The outcome of this research will help in improving the accuracy and timeliness of the weather forecast in the region, this is key for socio-economic development.
Data and methods

Data

The availability of long-time climate data over east Africa, like the rest of Africa continues to experience some difficulties (Camberlin, Philippon, 2002). More so, the available data are also riddled with numerous gaps in both space and time (Shreck, Semazzi, 2004). These limitations in the quantity and quality of in situ observations impose substantial constraints on diagnostic studies of the regional climate (rainfall) variability (Owiti, Zhu, 2012). Proxy rainfall datasets have therefore been used in the region in studies where spatial resolution and study period are of importance.

In this study, the precipitation (rainfall) dataset (1950 - 2010) used is the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) monthly precipitation dataset provided from 1901-present. It is calculated from the global station data (Schneider et al., 2013). GPCC Precipitation data is provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA, from their Web site at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/.

The SST data (1950 - 2010) used is the Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature (ERSST) version 3b from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/National Climatic Data Center (Smith et al., 2008), available in their website at http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.NOAA/.NCDC/.ERSST/version3b/sst/.

Reanalysis fields from the National Center for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) (Kalnay et al., 1996), including zonal and meridional wind and geopotential height, with a horizontal resolution of 2.5° × 2.5° were also used.

The Dipole Mode Index (DMI) is an index used to quantify Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) in this study, it has by been used by a number of studies (e.g. Behera et al., 2005; Muhati et al., 2007; Saji et al., 1999). The intensity of the IOD is given by anomalous SST gradient between the western equatorial Indian Ocean (50°E-70°E and 10°S-10°N) and the south eastern equatorial Indian Ocean (90°E-110°E and 10°S-0°N). When the DMI is positive, the phenomenon is known as the positive IOD event and when it is negative, it is referred to as negative IOD event. The DMI used in this study is the seasonal average from June till November for the period 1958 to 2006, normalized by the standard deviation of the DMI (available online at http://www.jamstec.go.jp/frcgc/research/di/ioid/HTML/Dipole%20Mode%20Index.html).

Methods

Composite analysis involves identifying and averaging one or more categories of fields of a variable select-
gpm) and aligns itself in the zonal orientation. Moisture from Indian Ocean is freely transported (by easterly winds) into East Africa during wet years.

Figure 4 shows composite mean anomaly of velocity potential and divergent/convergent winds in the lower (850 hpa) and upper (200 hpa) levels over east Africa and western Indian Ocean during wet and dry years. During wet years, there is convergence at low levels and divergence at the upper levels (Figure 4a, c). The contrary is observed in the dry years, where convergence occurs in the upper level and divergence in the lower level (Figure 4b, d). Convergence at low level gives rise to vertical stretching, whereas divergence results in vertical shrinking, which suppresses convection due to subsidence (Barry, Chorley, 2003).

In order to understand the prevailing circulation patterns and SST anomaly over the Indian Ocean during IOD events, the wind (superimposed on SST) patterns at 1000 hpa is examined. The climatology of OND winds along equator (between longitudes 60°E – 100°E, dotted line) over Indian Ocean is characterized by westerly flow. This flow is noted to be reversed during positive IOD events (Figure 5c). During dry years (Figure 5b), the westerly flow in the central equatorial Indian Ocean is enhanced towards the maritime continent (between longitudes 80°E and 100°E). During a positive IOD event, there exists an anomalous warm pool over

---

**Figure 2.** Inter-annual variability of the east African OND rainfall index (RF) for the period 1950-2010 (based on GPCC data), and DMI (1958-2006). Datasets are standardized using their respective standard deviations. A significant correlation coefficient of 0.6 at 99% level of significance is observed.

**Figure 3.** Composite mean geopotential height at 850 hpa depicting Mascarene High during (a) wet years (1951, 1961, 1982, 1997, and 2006) (b) dry years (1998 and 2005). Climatology of 1530 gpm (red) and its behavior during drought and flood events are shown with dotted-black lines.
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Further analysis of the annual cycle of rainfall under three cases (i.e. Positive IOD years (IOD*), years immediately after positive IOD years (IOD+1) and the long term mean (LTM)), focusing on OND season reveals that higher rainfall amounts are recorded during positive IOD years than the climatology of OND rainfall over the region. Years after positive IOD events generally experience less OND rainfall compared to the LTM (Figure 6, Table 1). The annual rainfall variation with variation in IOD is highest in the OND season as compared to the MAM season. This is in consistency with earlier studies (e.g. Mutai, Ward, 2000; Nicholson, 2004).

**Table 1.** The mean OND rainfall (RF), averaged over east Africa [28°E-42°E, 12°S-5°N], showing three categories; the long term mean (LTM) based on 1971-2000, IOD*, and IOD+1 (defined earlier). RID denotes rainfall increase or decrease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RF (mm)</th>
<th>RID (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LTM</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOD*</td>
<td>149.1</td>
<td>54.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOD+1</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>-19.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5. (a) OND climatology of surface wind (vector) and sea surface temperature (SST, shaded) over Indian Ocean (b) Composite mean anomaly of OND surface wind/SST during years of negative events of IOD (1958, 1974, 1975, 1992), and (c) same as (b) but for positive events of IOD (1961, 1972, 1994, 1997)

Figure 6. The annual cycle of rainfall used to examine the October to December (OND) rainfall over east Africa under three cases (Positive IOD years (1961, 1967, 1972, 1982, and 1997), denoted by IOD*, years immediately after positive IOD events (1962, 1968, 1973, 1983, and 1998), denoted by IOD+1, and the long term mean (LTM))
Conclusion
The east African region generally experiences a bimodal rainfall regime. The most common extreme weather events in the region are floods and drought. The amplitude variability of RFI is generally higher than DMI over the study period, with a significant correlation coefficient of 0.6 between the two.

MH and IOD greatly influence the east African extreme weather events. MH is observed to intensify and align itself in the southeast - northwest orientation, stretching up to the continent, which in turn inhibits the influx of moisture from Indian Ocean into east Africa. During wet years, MH weakens, its pressure centre shifts to the east and it aligns itself in the zonal orientation. Moisture from Indian Ocean is freely transported into east Africa during wet years. During dry years, MH is observed to intensify and align itself in the southeast - northwest orientation, stretching up to the continent, which in turn inhibits the influx of moisture from Indian Ocean into east Africa.

Analysis of the drought and flood years with respect to the different variables including wind, velocity potential and divergence/convergence vectors revealed that the drought (flood) years were characterized by divergence (convergence) in the lower troposphere and convergence (divergence) at the upper level, implying sinking (rising) motion, especially over the western Indian Ocean and the study area. Convergence at low level gives rise to vertical stretching, whereas divergence results in vertical shrinking, which suppresses convection due to subsidence (Barry, Chorley, 2003).

Positive IOD (Negative IOD) event results into flood (drought) in the region. The evolution of these phenomena can thus be keenly observed and applied in seasonal forecasting to avert the huge losses associated with extreme weather events.

During wet years, the wind circulation is observed to converge in the low levels over the western Indian Ocean and diverge in the upper levels, the opposite is observed in dry years. The IOD is observed to be positive during wet years and negative during dry years. The development and evolution of these phenomena can be therefore be closely monitored in the update of seasonal forecasts.
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